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TREATMENT POROUS COOKED LANDS INSIDE 
WATERPROOFING - OLEOFUGEANT 
WARM COLORS NOT FOLMOGENE 

0534 
This treatment protects  terra-cottas of the marks of oil, fat, water. It leaves no visible movie. 
 
APPLICATION 
Do not use unless 15 °, on a ground warm or exposed to the sun. It applies in 2 or 3 coats to a 
new or ancient clean and dry ground, containing no track of the other treatment what would 
entail a bad penetration and a bad drying of the product. When terra-cottas are averagely 
porous and when the product does not penetrate very well we can dilute it with the active 
thinner 0435 which will allow to settle the viscosity without modifying the efficiency of the 
treatment 0534. 
 
 On a new ground: after drying prepare the ground by eliminating the rashes of cement 

with our scouring agent 0820 (see FT). When the ground was rinsed well and when it is 
very dry to apply by means of a brush, of a roller or of a sponge the treatment 0534 in 
plentiful and regular crossed coats(layers). Watch in over one maid distribution and 
that there is no surplus. 
 
Drying 4 at 8 am between every coat. 

 
 On a ancient ground: he must be cleared of any preliminary treatment, use our  

high-powered cleaner 0901 (see FT). When the ground is ready and very dry to apply 
the treatment 0534 to see § the precedent. 

 
 FINISH : After a drying of 72 am or more, we can apply a finish which will give a satiny 

aspect with our palm emulsion wax 0722 or a matchless shine with our wax to skate 
terra-cottas 0007. (See FT) 

 
⇒ Cleaning of brushes: in the White spirit. 
⇒ Coverage : 8 - 10 m2 in the liter according to the porosity of the support. 
⇒ Packing: 1L- 5L – 30L 

 
Safety Warning :  

 Read attentively the label of safety warning  
 Work in a well ventilated room 
 Do not swallow 
 Do not leave within the reach of the children 

 
Honest given information but not engaging our responsibility 
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